Abstract. The crystal structures of the monoclinic dimorphs of natural britholite-(Ce) and britholite-(Y) have been solved in space group P2\ using both annealed and un annealed samples. Like the P63 britholite atomic arrangement reported recently, the structure of monoclinic britholite is similar to the apatite atomic arrangement.
Introduction
Britholite is one of the more common and economically-important rare earth element (REE) bearing minerals, but considerable ambiguity has surrounded previous investigations of the phase. Britholite was first described (Winther, 1901) as an orthorhombic mineral that appeared pseudohexagonal by twinning on {11O}. Some researchers (Winther, 1901; Hughes, Mariano, Drexler, 1992) have reported biaxial optical characteristics for the phase, whereas otherds (B0ggild, 1911; Hata, 1938; Hughson and Gupta, 1964; Genkina, Malinovskii, Khomyakov, 1991) have reported uniaxial optics. Two studies (Gay, 1957; Kupriyanova and Sidorenko, 1963) suggested that britholite can be either biaxial or uniaxial.
In the first high-precision structure study of the phase, Kalsbeek, Larsen, R0nsbo (1990) confirmed the long-suspected similarity of the britholite structure to the apatite structure. They proffered a same-cell P63 apatite substructure for britholite, but they observed biaxial optics in one of the three britholite samples they studied [their "lessingite-(Ce)", actually britholite-(Ce)], obviously incompatible with the reported hexagonal space group.obtained for both crystals to confirm the similarity with the apatite unit cell. Long-exposure photographs showed no evidence of the superstructure reflections present in P2db apatite structures (Hughes, Cameron, Crowley, 1990) . Sharp diffraction spots were evident for britholite-(Y), but diffractions for britholite-(Ce) were slightly diffuse, suggesting that the specimen was partially metamict, a common occurrence in britholite. The specimen was deemed suitable for preliminary structure determination, and data were collected on both britholite-(Ce) and britholite-(Y). Subsequent to solution and refinement of the structures, both phases were annealed by the method described by Mariano and Gower (1970) . Data were then recollected, and the structures were refined on the intensity data from the annealed material.
A CAD4 diffractometer with graphite-monochromatized Mo radiation was used for crystal orientation and intensity data collection at 292 K. Unit cell parameters were obtained from refinement of the setting angles of 25 automatically-centered reflections. Other than unannealed britholite-(Ce), the (Xand [3unit cell parameters of all the phases refined to values within 30' of 90°; those for britholite-(Ce) deviated from 90°by 70 ' and 80' for (X and [3,respectively. Upon annealing the crystal the angles refined to essentially 90° (Table 1) ; we conclude that the deviation from 90°in (Xand [3in the unannealed phase results from the metamict nature of the crystal and not from triclinic symmetry. Crystal data, experimental conditions, and results of the refinement are given in Table 1 .
Structure refinement
All crystal structure calculations were undertaken using the SDP package of computer programs (Enraf-Nonius 1985) . Data were reduced and corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. Specimen absorption was corrected using psi scans, and subsequent to solution, theta-dependent corrections using the absorption-surface method as implemented in program DIFABS (Walker and Stuart, 1983) .
Neutral atom scattering factors, with terms for anomalous dispersion, were taken from the International Tables for X-ray Crystallography (Vol. 4, 1974) . Atomic parameters for the un annealed phases were obtained using a combination of direct methods (MULTAN-80; Main et aI., 1980) and difference maps; the structures of the annealed phases were refined using the final atomic parameters of the respective unannealed phases. The structures were modeled in space group P21; although dimensionally hexagonal, a previous study of "lessingite" [actually britholite-(Ce); Li, Wang and Liu, 1981] yielded that monoclinic space group, although the study was of rather low precision. In addition, the biaxial optics demand that the atomic arrangement crystallizes in a monoclinic or triclinic sub symmetry of the apatite P63/m space group. Allowable subsymmetries are P2dm, P2r, Pm, pf and Pl. The Nz test for britholite-(Ce) was indeterminant; however, the Nz test for annealed britholite-(Ce), britholite-(Y), and annealed britholite-(Y) all yielded a decidely acentric intensity distribution, allowing space groups P2j, Pm, and P1. All structures were successfully refined in space group P2j (first setting) in accord with the studies of Li, Wang and Liu (1981) and Hughes, Mariano and Drexler (in press ).
The structures were refined by minimizing Lw(lFo -IFel)2with I > 3(JI data; an isotropic extinction factor was included in all refinements. Site occupancies of the REE sites were refined using Ca and Ce scattering factors for britholite-(Ce), and Ca and Y or Y and Lu for REE sites in britholite-(Y), depending on whether the mean Z of the site occupants was greater than or less than that of yttrium. Results of the site occupancy refinements are given in Table 2 . Refinement results are given in Table 1 , and atomic position and isotropic B values are given in Table 2; Table 3 lists selected bond lengths for the REE coordination polyhedra. Anisotropic thermal parameters and listings of observed and calculated structure factors have been deposited. 1 Throughout this work, atom nomenclature is chosen to parallel that of the conventional P63/m apatite nomenclature, e.g., REE(la) and REE(lb) are the P21 equivalents of the single Ca(l) site in P63/m apatite; REE(2a), REE(2b), and REE(2c) are the three degenerate equivalents of the P63/m apatite Ca(2) site; and Si(l), Si(2), and Si(3) are the three equivalents of the single P63/m apatite tetrahedral site. The oxygen atoms, O(la-c), 0(2a-c), and 0(3a-f), are named to correspond to P21 equivalents of the P63/m apatite 0(1), 0(2), and 0(3) atoms. Subsequent to structure analysis, the individual crystals used in the refinements were chemically analyzed by electron microprobe. 
Structure description
As noted above, the atomic arrangements of monoclinic britholite-(Ce) and britholite-(Y) were determined on both natural and annealed samples. The structural principles underlying the difference between monoclinic and (2) 0(2a) 2.31 (2) 2.530 (7) 2.48(1 ) 2.496 (7) 0(2b) 2.39 (5) 2.535(6) 2.51(1) 2.484 (8) 0(2c) 2.33(3) 2.332(6) 2.25 (1 ) 2.243 (6) 0(3b) 3.14(2) 3.018(4) 3.011 (9) 3.023 (6) 0(3d) 3.12(3) 3.020(6) 3.05(1) 3.032 (7) 0( Refinement results are given in Table 1 , and atomic position and isotropic B values are given in Table 2; Table 3 lists selected bond lengths for the REE coordination polyhedra. Anisotropic thermal parameters and listings of observed and calculated structure factors have been deposited. 1 Throughout this work, atom nomenclature is chosen to parallel that of the conventional P63/m apatite nomenclature, e.g., REE(1 a) and REE(l b) are the P21 equivalents of the single Ca(1) site in P63/m apatite; REE(2a), REE(2b), and REE(2c) are the three degenerate equivalents of the P63/m apatite Ca(2) site; and Si(l), Si(2), and Si (3) 
As noted above, the atqmic arrangements of monoclinic britholite-(Ce) and britholite-(Y) were determined on both natural and annealed samples. The structural principles underlying the difference between monoclinic and hexagonal britholite (Kalsbeek, Larsen and Ronsbo, 1990) were found to be the same in all the structures. Like hexagonal britholite [all references to the hexagonal britholite structure refer to the work of Kalsbeek, Larsen and Ronsbo (1990) ], the atomic arrangement of monoclinic britholite is similar to the apatite structure (Fig. 1) . Despite substitution of elements widely disparate in size ( atomic arrangement differs from the apatite atomic arrangement, however, principally in the positions of the 0(3) atoms and concomitantly in the coordination polyhedra of atoms bonded to 0(3).
In the P63/m apatite structure Ca(l) is bonded to three 0(1) and three 0(2) atoms in the form of a trigonal prism; Ca(l) is also bonded to an equilateral triangle of 0(3) atoms through the prism faces, forming a tricapped trigonal prism. Each tricapped trigonal prism (site symmetry = 3) with its attendant 0(3) triangle is related by (001) face-sharing to an adjacent Ca(1) polyhedron by mirror planes at z = 1/4,3/4.
In P21 britholite, the triad and the mirror planes are lost (removing 3/m from the symmetry elements) as the 0(3) atoms of (formerly) mirrorequivalent triangles shift in opposite directions (Fig. 2) . The 0(3) triangle bonded to the REE(la) site has two 0(3) atoms shifted towards that site [0(3a) and 0(3c)] and one 0(3) atom [0(3e)] shifted away from the site relative to the three equal bond lengths in P63/m; the difference between long and short and long REE(la)-0 (3) bonds is approximately 0.36 A in britholite-(Ce) and 0.42 A in britholite-(Y), and the non-equivalence of the three bond-lengths destroys the three-fold axis. Conversely, the situation at the REE(l b) site is reversed as the 0(3) atoms that would have been related to 0(3a) and 0(3c) by a mirror plane [0(3b) and 0(3d)] are shifted away from the Ca(lb) site whereas the 0(3) atom formerly mirror-related to 0(3e) [i.e., 0(3f)] is shifted towards the Ca(lb) site. The REE(la) site thus has two short and one long REE(la)-O(3) bond(s), whereas the REE(l b) site has two long and one short REE(1b)-0(3) bond(s), removing 3/m from the symmetry elements. The deviations of P63 britholite from the P63/m apatite structure are similar to those of P21 britholite, differing only in the "ordering" of long and short REE(1)-0(3) bonds (Fig. 2) . In each britholite dimorph, three of the six "Ca(1)-0(3)" bonds that are equivalent in P63/m shorten in length, and the other three lengthen. In P63 britholite, all three bonds to one Ca(l) equivalent lengthen, and all three bonds to the adjacent Ca(1) equivalent along [001] shorten; thus the triad is preserved but the mirror plane is removed from the symmetry elements, yielding space group P63.
Discussion
The cause of the symmetry reduction from the apatite space group P63/m to britholite's P21 may result from tetrahedral substitution and the increased bonding to the apatite-equivalent Ca(2) sites. The largest relative difference in radius between the substituents of apatite and britholite is in the tetrahedral site, with Si4+ (0.40 A radius) -> pH (0.31 A radius). The more rigid P04 tetrahedron in apatite allows little tetrahedral distortion; the less rigid Si04 in britholite, however, allows shifts of 0(3) atoms in response to a need for increased bonding in other sites.
Although permitted by the substitution of Si, the shift of 0(3) atoms is interpreted as a mechanism to increase bonding in the Ca(l) and Ca(2) sites. The direction of offset between 0(3) atoms indicates that for any pair of 0(3) atoms bonded to the same Si (these are mirror equivalents in P63/m apatite), one of the 0(3) atoms has shifted towards a Ca(2) site and the other has shifted towards a Ca(l) site. A comparison of tetrahedral angles in fluorapatite and britholite indicates that the positions of 0(3) atoms in apatite tetrahedra lie between the 0(3) positions of the britholite tetrahedra; this shows that 0(3) positions in britholite have shifted in opposite directions from the 0(3) position of apatite. One of the 0(3) atoms bonded to a Si atom has shifted towards a Ca(2) site and away from a Ca(l) site, and the other has shifte}! towards a Ca(l) site and away from a Ca(2) site.
The Distortion Theorem of Brown and Shannon (1973) asserts that "in any coordination sphere in which the average bond length is kept constant, any deviation of the individual bond lengths from this value will increase the valence sum at the central atom". In britholite, the "Ca(2)" sites are bonded to four 0(3) atoms, two of which have been shifted towards this site and two of which have been shifted away from this site by an approxi-mately equal distance. This shift of 0(3) atoms relative to the calcium phosphate apatite structure leaves the mean REE(2a,b,c) bond lengths essentially constant and therefore increases bonding to the REE(2a,b,c) sites, in response to the substitution of REEs for Ca.
The differences between hexagonal britholite and monoclinic britholite result from differences in the ordering of the shifts of 0(3) atoms (Fig. 2) . For any pair of 0(3) atoms bonded to the same Si atom, one of the 0(3) atoms is always shifted toward a REE(1) site, and the other is shifted away from a REE(1) site; thus half of the REE(1)-0(3) bonds increase in length, and half are shortened. In the monoclinic dimorph each REE(l) atom has either two long bonds and one short [REE(l b)], or two short and one long [REE(la)]. In the hexagonal dimorph, each REE(l) atom has either three long REE-0(3) bonds or three short REE-0(3) bonds. The different arrangement of 0(3) shifts in the monoclinic and hexagonal dimorphs indicates that this ordering information is transmitted along the c axis and not perpendicular to it.
